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NEW HYDE® MAXXGRIP PRO®
WIRE BRUSHES WITH A SCRAPER BLADE
For Tough Jobs on Any Surface. Superior Comfort from the Leader in Surface Prep Tools
Scraping paint and pulling up flooring is tough work and these dual action scraper/brushes will save
you time and effort. The ergonomic soft-grip handle maximizes your grip and eliminates pressure points,
reducing user fatigue. And now there is no need to scramble for a separate scraper on the job because the
durable steel carbon blade is right there on the brush when you need it. Ideal for anyone—pro or DIY—
working on real-world surface prep jobs:
□ Corrosion & rust removal
□ Garage floors & roofs
□ Industrial worksites, automotive plants, power plants
□ Kitchen makeovers
□ Wood, metal, concrete, masonry & more
The new MAXXGRIP PRO® scraper blade is set on the tapered nose of two convenient-size
industrial quality brushes: (1) a long handle large brush design for large area prepping with a tapered nose
and (2) an offset handle small block design for smaller area prepping. These are the tools for tough surface
cleanup and prep.
The market knows these brushes feature heavy duty bristles with high tensile strength, and they are
tempered and hardened to retain their shape. These everyday brushes have the strength and flexibility that
users depend on. But now, the addition of the high carbon steel blade makes tackling difficult jobs a whole
lot easier.
The tapered nose fits in corners and tight areas for removing rust, scale, and dirt, and speeds general
surface preparation. It is ideal for scraping paint, scrubbing cement or any other hard surface. All brushes are
solvent resistant and easy to clean.
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Hyde® Tools, based in Southbridge, Massachusetts, is the leading provider of surface preparation and
finishing tools in the USA. To find a retailer nearest you, call 800-USA-HYDE or e-mail
custrelations@hydetools.com. Reference SKU # 46834 for the large block design and # 46835 for the small
block design.

The small block design is great for smaller or more detailed area prepping. It has a finger guard and
overmold handle for comfort as well as a high carbon scraper blade.

The large long handle block design is best for large area prepping. It has a finger guard and overmold handle
for comfort and the high carbon scraper blade is there when you need it.
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